
Your window to the world of pneumatics

A  Brand Neutral  Online B2B  Marketplace for Pneumatic Product & Services.



Features

www.pneumaticmart.com

Price is not displayed for any product.

No online transaction.

Supports the suppliers of pneumatic products
as an additional tool without creating any
disruption in their existing selling process.

Acts as a virtual marketplace facilitating
suppliers and buyers to connect.

An excellent platform for the buyers of
pneumatic products. Single window to the
world of pneumatics.



PneumaticMart is not a conventional 

E-commerce platform. 

Pneumaticmart as a marketplace provides additional opportunity to  
the sellers to expand their business by way of increasing their reach to 

the larger customer base.



What Is PneumaticMart

Pneumaticmart is an online marketplace of pneumatic products and 

services facilitating suppliers of pneumatic products to connect to the 

buyers of pneumatic products without any online transaction. The 

buyers can reach to the suppliers directly and conclude their 

transaction offline.



Benefits to Buyers 

1. 

 Pneumaticmart services are FREE  for buyers/end users.
 Access to items available in stock anywhere in India with any of the dealers/traders of any 
brand.
 Access to the list of items on sale (Non moving stock of dealers available on higher discount).
 A  easy to use virtual marketplace specific to pneumatic products and services with customer 
centric focus to assist buyers in purchasing of pneumatic products or  related services.
 Buyer/End user can send their enquiry directly to the member manufacturer.
 Buyer can search for details of dealers of any brand in any of the cities in India to get 
immediate support.
 Buyer can search pneumatics related information through custom search feature.
 Can refer technical details/catalogues for any product of partner member company.
 Can have timely access of information on schemes, campaigns, new events, new product 
launch by the manufacturer etc.
 Additional power to “YOU” as a buyer in terms of extended support from Pneumaticmart
team to make your buying  experience easy, fast and reliable.

Advantages:



Benefits to Manufacturer 

1. 

Direct  enquiries from many new customers.
New web store  can be designed or they can link their existing web store.
Manufacturer can publish any new scheme/current or upcoming events for communicating

to large target customers.
To be in market place without risk of exposing their price.
Publish new product launch information.
Actual transaction offline, hence the customers contact intact.
Opportunity to advertise.
Taking advantage of the market transition towards virtual marketplace. 

Advantages:



Benefits to Dealers/ Traders 

1. 

 Can publish their business address and contact details for the easy reference of the buyers.
 Can publish their Non-moving stock online. The  availability of these items can be viewed

by  customers or other dealers across India.
 Can publish their stock online. Customers in need of urgent material can reach out for 

purchasing  products if available with any of the dealers. More stock more business.
 Can have their own catalogue displayed on Pneumaticmart.
 Can Publish Scheme.
 Can buy from the displayed stock of other dealers to meet urgent requirement.
 Banner ads.
 Transition towards online business, which is need of the hour.

Advantages:



Benefits to Service Providers 

1. 

 Publish details on the services provided.
 Create visibility to a Large and relevant Customer base.
 Banner ads to create visibility  and  brand recall.
 Getting networking opportunity  with  Industry  professionals.
 An excellent platform  for  lead  generation.

Advantages:



Pneumaticmart.com structure : The Four Zones

1

2
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4   Specific Zones :

Buyers
(Product Buyers Zone)

Suppliers
(Product suppliers 

Zone, mainly 
manufacturers)

.

Dealers/Traders 

Zone

Service Providers 

Zone

Besides these zones there are other specific information to support buyers and industry professionals. 



Product Supplier Zone 

(Manufacturers)

Suppliers can post about their new 
product launch, application oriented 
product details, any new information 

on their products.

Suppliers can publish details of their 
upcoming exhibition participation. 

Large section of target customers will  
view the details.

Suppliers can advertise their 
products on Pneumaticmart to 

reach  the larger target audience.

Product supplier Zone is designed to 
provide wide reach to the target  

customers.

Suppliers can publish any new 
scheme/new activity plan to 

attract  customers to avail the 
benefit.

There are many other advantages 
to the suppliers.

Product Supplier Zone services are 
available to the “Partner Members” 
only. To become a partner member 
please see membership info details 

on the website.

Pneumaticmart supports 
manufacturer to get additional 
customers without disturbing 
their existing selling process.

Partner member can opt to link 
their web store or create a new 

web store.

FEATURES:

Expanding opportunities.



Product Buyers Zone (PBZ)

Any buyer can post or upload 
enquiry easily.

Transaction will take place offline 
conventionally between the 

buyer and the supplier.

Buyers can send their enquiry 
directly to the desired supplier 

(manufacturer).

Buyer is solely responsible for the content of the
enquiry sent to the supplier and Pneumaticmart
has no role in that.. Pneumaticmart has nothing
to do with the transaction which will take place
between a buyer and the supplier offline.

Supplier will get in touch with the 
buyer for further action.

Buyers can place enquiry for their
various requirements like energy
audit requirement, engineer visit
request, service request etc.

All the services are FREE of COST 
for the buyers.

To send a general enquiry without specifying
manufacturer name , buyer can select “other” in
product buyer zone . Pneumatic mart will assist
buyer in finding the source.

A buyer can manage their 
enquires in  “My Account” 

section. 

FEATURES :

Buying Pneumatics  simplified .



Dealer/Trader Zone

Dealer/ Traders Zone is specific to all the 
dealers , traders of pneumatic product and 

services.

Customer can find details of the authorized 
dealer or any trader in their city.

Registered dealers detail can be easily seen by 
the customers and customers can contact easily 

using those details for any requirement.

The member dealers/ traders will be able to avail 
benefit of extremely important features “INVENTORY 

ON SALE” and “FRESH STOCK AT DEALER PLACE”.*

Dealer details can be seen brand wise, city 
wise.

Pneumaticmart platform is to get the 
additional business for dealers without any 

disruption to their existing business. 

FEATURES :

* Details in next slide.



“INVENTORY ON SALE”

This is an extremely important 
feature of the Pneumaticmart 

platform.

Dealers/traders can publish details of 
their Non moving stock or old stock  

offering additional discount 
(minimum discount 15%) in this 

section.

The details of items on SALE will 
be displayed in the format as 

shown below:

* The selected quantity can be added to the cart.

*



“INVENTORY ON SALE “ : Page 2

1. 

 Customers after adding all the required items in the cart can request for the price. The quote 
will be provided to the customers offline.
 Buyers have an  option to modify the cart/delete or edit the quantity of selected items.
 Buyers can select as many items as required from the available inventory.
 As these items are displayed by the dealers for clearance, stock shown are valid till the stock 
lasts.
 Customers can search the list item wise, brand wise, part no wise.
 Only item details will be displayed. Dealer name will not be displayed.
 In case of any requirement from a potential buyer, Peumaticmart will get in touch with the 
respective suppliers of those items and will facilitate transaction accordingly.
 The items shown are in random order and every time the webpage opens, items appear in 
different order without any set preference. Hence equal opportunity for all the suppliers. 
 Pneumaticmart will never influence any buyers decision. Pneumaticmart will only facilitate 
transaction of items selected by the buyers from the displayed list.
 Buyers can manage the record of their enquiry in “My Account” section.

FEATURES:



Fresh Stock at Dealer’s Place

The fundamentals are similar to 

INVENTORY ON SALE with the only 

difference that there is no minimum 

discount limit is fixed here. This is fresh 

stock available at various dealers place 

and any customer requiring any or some 

of these items on urgency can submit 

requirement by selecting quantities.

This can also be helpful to dealers community 

as a whole who can get the available products 

in  urgency  from other dealers through this 

platform.



More Features of 

Pneumaticmart

Product details of different 
manufacturers  can be referred 

easily through Product 
Information Zone.

Dedicated Web store can be 
created.

Website of any manufacturers 
can be accessed through the 

quick links.

Pneumaticmart is working continuously to 
add specific industry related news and 

technical details for customers, buyers and 
industry professionals for knowledge 

enhancement.



Reach us at :

admin@pneumaticmart.com
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